Ancient Egyptian Medicine

Ancient Kemetic (Egyptian) medicine was incredibly advanced. The Ancient Kemetic People were probably the first people in the world to have based their knowledge off of careful observations, as well as trial and error. By careful observation, early doctors or physicians’ priests of Ancient Kemet began healing practices that were world renowned. There was a medical system that was developed over three thousand years and gave much toward the advancement of medical science worldwide, and any monarch or noble to have an Egyptian physician in their employ was a mark of high status. There was no exact separation of physician, priest and magician in Ancient Kemet that we think of today. Many times there was crossover from one “specialty” into that of another. This lecture will focus on surgery, surgical tools, veterinary, contraception, magic as a medical tool and herbal medicine about three thousand years ago in the era of Ancient Egypt. This will specially stress on pyramids builder way of preventive medicine as well.
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